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CONNECT WITH YOUR ENVIRONMENT
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LEARN ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN YOUR COMMUNITY AND HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED

[CONTRIBUTED]

Reed McDonough, meteorologist, is always on the lookout for stormy weather.

MEET REED MCDONOUGH
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s degree in meteorology from the University
of Miami.
FAVORITE METEOROLOGIST: Ginger Zee, chief meteorologist for ABC.
RECOMMENDS READING AND WATCHING: Bill Nye the Science Guy.
“He turns complicated stuff into fun and interesting things.”
ON HIS READING LIST: Travel and nonfiction books.
QUOTE: “Don’t feel limited in a S.T.E.M. field. You could take a broad
major or area of study and there ae so many things you could apply
that to.”
FOLLOW HIM ON SOCIAL MEDIA: @ReedMcDonough.

[CONTRIBUTED]

Reed McDonough enjoys the view during a backpacking trip to Valle Blanche in the French Alps last October. He hiked/climbed parts of the mountain that are only exposed
during the warm season. McDonough, a meteorologist, noted that the glaciers have been losing more than five meters (approximately 15 feet) per year in the past 30 years due
to climate change. “I wanted to see them while I still could,” he said.

Peak career goals
Meteorologist melds interests in weather, environment
By LIZ ALLEN
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Contributing writer
ENVIRONMENTAL

When Reed McDonough
worked as a meteorologist in
[CONTRIBUTED] Erie, he did more than predict the
weather as he watched the snow
Young people from Perry Elementary School and the Inner-City Neighborhood Art
pile up to record amounts, far sciences and had the personality
House listen intently to Matthew Wolford, an environmental lawyer, as they learn
from his native Miami.
to match, which can be pretty
about environmental jobs during Environment Erie's Youth Training Day at the Tom
He also used his skills as rare in such a complicated
Ridge Environmental Center. Wolford is also an adjunct lecturer in environmental
science and engineering at Gannon University.
a
multi-media
journalist scientific field,” he said.
specializing in the environment
When McDonough arrived in
to report on stories important to Erie in June 2017, people wanted
the health of Lake Erie.
to know why he had relocated
McDonough, 24, spent a from Miami. His answer was
little more than a year in Erie simple: “I went for the job.”
working for Lilly Broadcasting’s But his job wasn’t limited to
[CONTRIBUTED]
stations, WICU-TV, WSEE-TV forecasting the weather. He also
and One Caribbean TV. He now had die chance to report on newsWhen he’s not making weather forecasts, Reed McDonough likes to spend time
works as a meteorologist for topics, so he decided to focus on outdoors, hiking or scuba diving.
WeatherWorks LLC, which servesscience and the environment.
a wide range of clients, including “I quickly realized that the
Environmental jobs are both areas, advise policymakers or public transportation agencies, folks at Pennsylvania Sea Grant
work with industry to reduce contractors, film producers and had endless topics you could talk Indeed, Silver’s research found There’s a lot of uncertainty,
cool and hot.
On March 12, 100 students waste.”
sports team.
about on the Great Lakes region,”elevated salt levels in Trout Run, trying to figure that out,” he
At NASA’s Climate Kids
from
Perry
Elementary
“I was always interested in he said. “I really did see it as a which feeds Four Mile Creek, said. ‘Erie is not near an ocean
School and the Inner-City website, upper-elementary- weather, since I was really little,” platform to highlight the issues.” which in turn empties into Lake or somewhere where you think
Neighborhood Art House aged students have access to said McDonough. “My interest
McDonough was responsible Erie, according to a news releaseit’s going to be sensitive to a
attended Youth Training Day, activities, games, articles and only grew with age. It was not for pitching his own story from Behrend.
changing climate,” he said.
hosted by Environment Erie, at other materials to help make until I got to the university ideas. “Since it snows all the
But the reality is that the
Behrend scientists continue
the Tom Ridge Environmental science accessible, including that I became interested in time, I noticed how much salt to track how road salt affects the Erie region’s economy, from
feature
stories
of
people
like
Center. Environment Erie hosts
environmental issues and was being put down on the local environment and whether agriculture to tourism, is tied to
die training day event three Kimberly Casey, an earth topics.”
roads, constantly,” he said. He the amount of salt used to de-ice the climate, he said.
times a year.
scientist who studies glaciers and He credits Ben Kirtman, suspected that salting the roads roads can be reduced.
McDonough also offered some
The March theme, “Green Eric Hochberg, an ocean scientistPh.D., one of his professors at likely had “some consequences.” McDonough also reported on advice for young people thinking
and Dirty Jobs,” highlighted studying coral reefs.
the University of Miami, with About die same time, professors plastic pollution in local waters. about science careers. “We have a
The site, https://climatekids. helping to foster his interest in at Penn State Behrend, led by ‘I always see plastic when I scubalot of problems right now. They
professionals who contribute
to Erie’s green economy, said nasa.gov/menu/dream, tells the science and the environment. Pam Silver, an aquatic biologist dive. That was something I was aren’t the problems of tomorrow.
Leann Sestak, director of story of our changing planet and Kirtman is the program and distinguished professor really passionate about, showing They are die problems of today
communication and community engages students to lend a hand.director for the Climate and of biology, were studying the viewers how much plastic trash and they need to be fixed. Where
The National Sea Grant Environmental Hazards Program effects of road salt on campus there is everywhere,” he said. there are a lot of problems, there
development for Environment
Erie. Speakers included an College Program supports at the university’s Center for waterways.
In Erie, tracking die weadier is are a lot of opportunities,” he
environmental lawyer, a green undergrad and graduate studentsComputational Science.
“The goal was to highlight an a daily ritual, especially in winter, said. “It’s important that young
lifestyle coach, an entrepreneur on their path to marine and
‘He is a world-renown issue happening every day, all but McDonough said that local people pair the science part of
who upcycles crayons and a coastal careers by providing climatologist and served as an around us, and something you residents should also keep an their minds with die creative part
groundskeeper.
resources and opportunities for adviser to President Obama,” wouldn’t think of immediately eye on long-term trends. “What’s of their minds to come up with
There are many environmentalscholarships, internships, and said McDonough. “He was so when you see a salt truck putting going to happen with lake-effect solutions. We need solutions as
career options to consider, and fellowships, https ://seagrant. intelligent when it came to the down salt,” said McDonough.
snow widi a changing climate? soon as possible.”
according to the Occupational noaa.gov/Students. Students of
Outlook Handbook published by any age can benefit by visiting
die U.S. Department of Labor, www.marinecareers.net, a Sea
jobs for environmental scientists Grant guide to ocean careers.
This site offers an introduction
and specialists are “projected
to grow by 11 percent between to a wide range of marine career The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration explains the difference between weather and climate this way, on it its website,
2016 and 2026—faster than the fields and to people working
www.noaa.gov: “Weather is what you experience when you step outside on any given day. In other words, it is the state of the atmosphere
average for all occupations,” the in those fields, like Anu Frankat a particular location over the short term. Climate is the average of the weather patterns in a location over a longer period of time,
department states on its website, Lawale, Aquaculture Geneticist
usually 30 years or more.”
www.bls.gov. “Environmental at die Virginia Institute of
scientists and specialists Marine Science, or Caitie Nigrelli,
use their knowledge of die Environmental Social Scientist,
natural sciences to protect the at Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant.
environment and human health.
LIZ ALLEN, a retired newspaper editor, can be reached at lizallenene@gtnaii.coin. Sea («¡Ui
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Study the weather map and the five-day forecast in the
Erie Times-News. Which statistics are most interesting:
temperatures or precipitation? Write about how the weather
forecast might change your plans for school or for doing
things with your family. How does the change of seasons
from winter to spring affect Presque Isle Bay, Lake Erie
or creeks near where you live? Send your answers to
lizallenerie@gmail.com.
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